This paper proposes a new formal approach for negotiating shared mental models between humans and computational improvisational agents (improv agents) based on our sociocognitive studies of human improvisers. Negotiation of shared mental models serves as a core mechanism for improv agents to co-create stories with each other and with human interactors. The model aims to narrow the gap between human and machine intelligence by providing AI agents that, in the presence of incomplete knowledge about an improv scene, can use procedural representations not only to understand human parties but also to negotiate their mental models with them. The described approach allows flexible modeling of ambiguous, non-Boolean knowledge through the use of fuzzy logic and situation calculus that allows reasoning under uncertainty in a dynamic improvisational setting.
INTRODUCTION
Interactive narrative research has heavily focused on systems that either provide a) a centralized drama manager agent that mediates a user's narrative experience through the behavior of weakly autonomous agents [1] or b) strongly autonomous systems that represent a story as the interaction of agents pursuing their goals [2] [3] [4] . Both of these approaches view interactive narrative systems as an embodiment of authorial intentions; story content is created by an author that is then exposed to the user, depending on the user's interactions/choices with the system. User contributions to the story do not actively create story elements in as much as move the experience in a particular direction within a pre-authored story space. This model puts the computer in a privileged position in the user/machine relationship. Whether story elements are represented as beats [5] , plot points [6] , [7] ,  planning operators [2] , or some other instantial content, contemporary interactive narrative systems privilege the computer over the human interactor as a creative entity in the narrative experience. These systems do not view interactive narrative as a cocreative experience-where each participant has an active role in the creation of story content-which is seen in such real life experiences as improvisational theatre or children playing pretend.
Improvisational theatre is a creative group performance where actors co-construct stories on stage in real time. There is typically no centralized story creator, but rather two or more improvisers who are perpetually negotiating elements of the scene in real time. First, improvisers attempt to define the platform of a scene as the introduction (e.g. scene location, characters, the activity they are engaged in, etc.) [8] . Then typically moves towards finding the tilt of the scene (i.e. the main conflict or problem to solve in the scene) [9] . Finally, a resolution to the tilt is then attempted, thus ending the scene.
Despite the fact that this general process of defining scene elements is all done as part of the performance on stage, the emergent narrative can still be represented as a plot, like any other play. However, improvisers do not go behind stage and agree on scene elements, nor does the moderator of the scene typically provide explicit scene elements to them 1 . Rather, the elements of a scene are perpetually negotiated as part of a performance (what Sawyer calls collaborative emergence [12] ). Improvisers are continuously adding elements to the scene that have a degree of ambiguity to them (e.g. intending to communicate that one is a pirate by petting a parrot on their shoulder, which could also communicate that one is a zookeeper without any other context provided) or that may be rejected by the other improvisers for a variety of reasons (e.g. it conflicts with their view of the scene, disagrees with it being appropriate material for the audience, etc.). In other words, improvisers continuously negotiate a shared mental model (SMM) of what is true in the scene, such as the platform [13] . Our empirical studies of improvisers have shown that this process of building such a model, called collaborative convergence, is at the essence of improvised scenes [13] .
Cognitive psychologists provide representations of the mental models that people form when understanding narratives and consequently how humans know, perceive, make decisions, and construct behavior in social situations [14] . A mental model typically contains minimal information (i.e. not every single detail but the main salient points of a phenomenon or experience) described as a set of well-defined, highly organized knowledge [15] . In other words, information is presented with the presumption that minimal processing effort is required [41] . Though, confidence about a particular piece of well-defined knowledge may vary. For example, "cowboys always wear hats" is a simple (Boolean) example of well-defined knowledge. However, people's confidence in this statement might vary from being completely confident (100%) or completely unconfident (0%), which indicates Boolean logic, or perhaps being partially confident in it. For example, being 60% confident about this statement and 40% uncertain is referred to as fuzzy logic. The confidence level in a specific piece of knowledge can act as an indication of the awareness of this knowledge [15] .
The concept of mental models is extended to SMMs when it is related to team contexts [16] . SMMs are a hypothetical cognitive construct that incorporates the development of mutual beliefs from the team members' individual mental models until a common mental model is reached by the team members, either explicitly or implicitly. SMMs among team members develop from working and training together on similar tasks [17] . Studies by Yen et al. [17] suggest a close relationship between the existence of a shared mental model and successful team performance; the stronger the shared mental model the better tasks are accomplished. Shared mental models are essential in domains that require co-creation of stories on the fly like improvisation as they enable better as seen in the popular television show, Whose Line Is It Anyway? [10] , [11] . communication and mutual understanding between the actors.
The work presented in this paper provides new insights on co-creativity in interactive narrative through supplying the AI agents with the processes based in constructing shared mental models that can be used for supporting cocreative interactions with humans, the knowledge that those processes operate on, and the application of these processes in the improv theatre domain. Work on computational improvisation has yielded agents that model the cognitive processes central to the human act of theatrical improvisation, but relied on pre-authored narrative structures to construct a story with the user rather than providing the agents with capabilities that allow them to cocreate a new story with the user. The paper presents a computational shared mental model that allows improv agents to communicate with each other and with a human actor to reach mutual understanding about the identity of their characters and the nature of their joint activity.
The following section gives an overview of improvisational acting, defining the main cognitive skills involved in this domain and clarifying how human improvisers make use of mind reading [18] and theory of mind [19] to communicate with each other (we are interested in mindreading and theory of mind as they reflect one's ability to understand and interact with others by having some grasp of their mental states and using this understanding to explain and predict their behavior on the basis of these mental states).
IMPROVISATIONAL ACTING
Improvisational acting (improv) is a creative group performance where actors co-construct stories on stage in real time. Performances are constrained by sets of game rules and audience suggestions [13] . Audience suggestions (e.g. "do a scene about plumbers") often provide some semantic priming to help improvisers interpret events, formulate beliefs, and build and repair their mental models.
Improvisers interact through the process of proposing and responding to offers (i.e. proposals made by improvisers in a performance to add something to a scene) [13] . Based on an improviser's perception of other improvisers' actions, he builds his hypothesis of his portrayed character, other agents' characters and the activity they are involved in. While making or responding to offers, an improviser is able to model other actors' mental models in the scene, evaluate the outcome of actions, and update goals, which can be referred to as theory of mind [19] .
Improv actors negotiate their shared mental model solely through presentations to the ongoing scene rather than with explicit communication about the model [20] . Each improviser starts to act and build their individual mental model based on how he or she observes the world that is unfolding on stage. However, improvisers often make presentations that can be perceived or interpreted many different ways [20] . Actors may misinterpret dialogue or misinterpret pantomimed motions. For example, if one actor holds their fists one on top of the other and moves them from side to side, another actor could interpret this as either raking or sweeping, among other possibilities. To handle the ambiguities of these presentations, improv actors' mental models must deal with inexact information.
Improv actors execute motions on stage that are ambiguous. A simple motion like waving a hand can be interpreted multiple ways, including waving to someone, erasing a board, or cleaning a window. These ambiguous presentations and the ease with which improvisers can misinterpret them can cause an individual improviser to develop a mental model that differs from the other improvisers' models. The state where improvisers' mental models differ from each other is called cognitive divergence 2 . Through processes of cognitive convergence, improvisers repair their divergent mental models to reach a state of cognitive consensus, where everyone agrees on the shared mental model [13] . Cognitive consensus can be thought of as the state of "being on the same page."
Improvisers employ different repair strategies to deal with divergences as they occur [13] . Repair strategies are either other-oriented or self-oriented. Other-oriented repair strategies aim to affect someone else's mental model through presenting new concepts (presentation) or correcting divergences (clarification). Self-oriented repair strategies try to align one improviser's mental model with others' by learning what the other improvisers think is going on. An actor may communicate an idea about what is going on in the scene so that other actors may confirm it (verification). Alternatively, the actor may introduce new, vague information to the scene in order to observe how the other improvisers react, hoping that this will reveal some disambiguating information (blind offer). Repair strategies help the agents update their mental models and approach cognitive consensus.
RELATED WORK
Virtual improvisational theatre has been the focus of research in digital improv systems. The ComputerAnimated Improvisational Theater (CAIT) offered two types of improv agents: Improv Puppets and Improv Actors [21] , [22] . Both types of agents could improvise with other agents in real-time under the guidance of human input for how they should act. These agents reason about each other's mental models and can change their own mental model to conform to another's based on observations. However, CAIT cannot allow humans to improvise with these systems as equal co-creators of a narrative because these agents could not create narratives on their own as a result of the absence of the procedural knowledge required for this act. Instead, they worked from pre-authored narrative structures. In the Improv system [23] , virtual animated avatars could be scripted to enact a scenario giving the appearance of believable improvisational performances. Neither of these systems, however, applied a deep understanding of how professional actors perform improvisation.
Work on computational improvisational agents has yielded agents that model the cognitive processes central to the human act of theatrical improvisation. One set of agents played the improv game Party Quirks, where a human party host tried to discover what characters party guest agents portrayed. The agents needed to develop a shared mental model with the human in order to reach cognitive consensus [20] . However, the agents in Party Quirks can only reason about explicit true and false beliefs; they could not reason about information that was partially true [39] .
The work described in this paper differs from other work done on joint intentions and shared beliefs, such as STEAM [24] , ARITMIS [25] , Collagen [26] , the STAPLE architecture [27] , and work done by Kennedy and Trafton [28] . The common aspect between these architectures is the presence of an explicit representation of team goals, plans and joint commitments, and the use of shared plan theories. Despite the existence of some similarities between STAPLE and our architecture, the main difference appears in the ability of our agents to deal with implicit shared mental models where one agent does not have to explicitly declare its beliefs to other agents. On the other hand, the work done by Kennedy and Trafton on simulation of shared mental models relies on hypothetical declarative knowledge and productions to help the agent to reason about the environment. This can hardly be achieved in a domain like improv because of the absence of pre-authored states that can aid in rule production.
THESPIAN is another system developed by Si et. al [19] that allows the agents to behave based on models of emotions and social normative behaviors in addition to having explicit author-specified plot design goals, but for the agents to decide on an action they are offered bounded look-ahead policy. Since Thespian agents cannot act in the absence of explicit goals and an explicit agreement between the agents and each other, they cannot be used in improvised/co-creative narrative experience.
truth and variable confidence. The fuzzy logic representations we describe here for reasoning, decision making, and shared mental models are integral parts of the Co-creative Cognitive Architecture (CoCoA) (Figure1). The components of CoCoA form the knowledge that improv agents use to understand and contribute to an emergent narrative that they co-create with a human user. Figure 1 describes the main architecture of this work where the input layer contains a gesture component recognizer (a Microsoft Kinect connected to a specialized gesture code layer), which provides the means to capture a human interactor's posture and gesture. It is worth noting here that the language model has not been completed yet. The Kinect along with the code layer interpret the captured gestures and provides a list of possible actions that can be represented by that posture and gesture. This information is passed to the working memory, which uses fuzzy reasoning (the main focus of this paper) and long term memory knowledge to reason about this information. After the agent decides on his next action based on the knowledge retrieved from the input layer and the fuzzy reasoning module, the decision is passed to the motion/language generation in the output layer, which displays an animated AI agent performing that action as an output.
Human Reasoning and Fuzzy Logic
Human reasoning can be defined as the process of manipulating symbols in order to improve knowledge and make better decisions [22] . One of the strengths of how humans reason about the world is the non-Boolean manner followed when building mental models, which allow them to reason about vague and imprecise knowledge [14] . Mental models not only contain such knowledge but also information about how to use this knowledge. This nonBoolean description of categorical knowledge is informed by contemporary views in cognition and category theory, such as work by Lakoff [30] and Rosch [31] . One way to represent this knowledge is fuzzy logic, which reduces the design complexity of "humanistic" systems, which usually operate in a decision-making environment involving vagueness, imprecision and uncertainty.
In Boolean logic, any concept has only two possible values for its membership in any set: True and False. Fuzzy logic allows the notion of membership in a set to become a matter of degree [32] . In other words, an element x has a degree of membership (DOM) that ranges from 0 to 1 to indicate how much it belongs in a fuzzy set S. A DOM of 0 means x is definitely not a member of S (false in Boolean logic). A DOM of 1 means x definitely is a member of S (true in Boolean logic). For example, a person of 2 meters high may have a DOM of 0.9 in the set of tall person and a DOM of 0.3 in the set of short person. Degree of association (DOA) is defined as the degree of membership between two elements in two knowledge categories. In other words, DOAs provide a bidirectional version of degree of membership that indicates how much two elements are associated with each other [23] .
Shared Mental Model for Improv Agents
Shared mental models emerge from agents' individual mental models as a perceived shared construct of what everyone knows and thinks. SMMs among team members develop from working and training together on similar tasks [33] [34] [35] and from things like team experience and common organizational familiarity.
The aim of our work described in this paper is to design and implement a shared mental model representation for cocreative improvisational agents. The shared mental model is not a shared knowledge construct but rather a socially agreed upon one that resides as two separate models (one in each agent). Yet, cognitive convergence is achieved when the shared mental models coincide as shown in Figure 2 .
The main challenge in designing improv agents that can construct shared meaning as part of a performance is to deal with the absence of explicit coordination between agents, either as part of the improvised interactions or behind the scenes. Rather, a shared mental model need be constructed during the narrative co-construction/performance.
In an improvised scene, the agents communicate with each other through actions. This form of give-and-take communication helps each agent to understand what the other agents' beliefs might be and consequently allow both mental models to converge to a single model (i.e. shared mental model). Our shared mental model incorporates common individual views of both agents' mental models, see Figure 2 . Each individual mental model consists of three components: beliefs, commitments, and reasoning and decision-making modules. The beliefs component models the agent's beliefs about itself, other agents and the surrounding world. Those beliefs are associated with confidence factors that show how much the agent thinks his belief is correct. For example, BEL(agent x , is(agent y , sheriff), medium, 0.513). This rule states that agent x has medium confidence in agent y being a sheriff and this confidence is equal to 0.513.
The commitments component encapsulates any obligations (commitments) the agent might have towards other agents. An example of the rules used in this component is COM (agent y , p), which states that agent y is committed to respond to last action agent x performed (p). Finally, the reasoning and decision-making component provides feedback that notifies the mental model about any inconsistencies that exist (explained later in this paper). For example, the agent might have a certain belief about his partner's character and a new belief about his partner's last action, if the module found that this action cannot be performed by that particular character, an inconsistency flag is raised and the agent has to make a decision on keeping only one of those beliefs based on his confidence in both. Moreover, the reasoning and decisionmaking component allows the agent to decide on its next move (action) based on his current mental model.
Figure 2. Representation of improv agents' mental models
To formalize the components of a shared mental model computationally, we utilize a hybrid model that incorporates confidence factors, iconicity, probability, and fuzzy logic along with situation calculus. The next sections touch on each of these techniques.
Confidence Factor
In order for an agent to act on a piece of knowledge, the knowledge must exist and the agent must be aware of its existence [36] . AI agents can capture the notion of awareness by unambiguously having an explicit fact that the agent knows specific knowledge. However, these facts will not account for changes in beliefs over time. This can be remedied through the introduction of confidence factors that dynamically change based on changes in the world. Confidence factors are fuzzy values (DOMs on a scale from 0 to 1) that allow an agent to compute the strength of its beliefs in a specific world frame, i.e. at any instant during the scene. For example, in an improvised act, at one instance one improviser can believe his partner is a sheriff with medium confidence and at another instance the same improviser can decrease his confidence in this belief based on their mutual interactions in the scene.
Iconicity Function
A main part of the knowledge that improvisers employ in a scene can be represented by degrees of association between different content and presentation aspects of a scene [37] . Content aspects are part of what improvisers call the platform, which includes the scene's location, the characters and their relationship to each other, and the joint activity the characters are participating in [8] . Presentation aspects include the motions improvisers make, the semantic actions these motions represent, and the dialogue improvisers speak. Agents use the DOAs between elements in this knowledge category to interpret presentations from other actors, extrapolate new information about the scene to add to their own mental model, and decide what information to present and how (see Figure 3 ).
Agents do not always present an element (e.g. a character) in a scene that has the highest DOA to the other elements in its mental model. Rather, an improviser often presents something that is iconic, something that conveys a significant amount of information about the agent's mental model [20] . An element is iconic if it is one of a few elements in a knowledge structure category with its particular DOA to a given element in another category. For example, in the context of an Old West story, only a few characters, like an outlaw, are highly associated with robbing a bank. Therefore, robbing a bank is an iconic activity for an outlaw and, if an actor starts a scene with a bank robbery, they are suggesting very highly that their character is an outlaw. On the other hand, many characters are highly associated with riding horses. Riding a horse is not an iconic activity for an outlaw; it does not provide a lot of information about which character the agent is trying to portray. When an agent makes an iconic presentation, another improviser is less likely to misinterpret the presentation, which reduces cognitive divergences and aids in repairing the shared mental model. Iconicity calculations are similar to those used in [11] for Party Quirks. A typical game of Party Quirks involves four players: one plays the role of party host, and all others play as party guests. Each party guest is assigned a "quirk" -some special trait for each guest that is public knowledge to everyone except the party host, including the audience. The host player then, within the context of hosting a party, aims to figure out what quirk each guest is portraying through their interactions. A guest typically leaves the scene when the host has successfully guessed their quirk. In Party Quirks, iconicity values are computed between two element categories only but these are updated to account for the different element categories of the knowledge structure. To calculate iconicity, we take a pair of elements from two different knowledge structure categories (element e 1 ∈ category C 1 , element e 2 ∈ category C 2 ). The iconicity of this pair of elements depends on how far its DOA value is from the average DOA value for pairs of all elements of category C 1 to element e 2 (how easy it is to tell that e 1 is unusual) and how many other elements of C 1 have a similar DOA value (how many possible elements e 1 could be confused with), as shown in Equation 1. In other words, the iconicity of a pair of two elements from different categories is [1-(1 -absolute value of (the average of all DOA values for elements of C 1 and element e 2 -DOA between e 1 and e 2 )) / (the number of elements in C 1 -the number of elements of C 1 with a DOA to e 2 within one standard deviation of the DOA between e 1 and e 2 )]. Iconicity values are all normalized on a scale from 0 to 1.
Probability of Knowledge Selection
An agent can use the iconicity of the elements in its mental model to determine the probability that a given element will be selected from its knowledge category given the current state of its mental model. In other words, despite the fact that it seems reasonable for an agent to present an element with high probabilistic value, this is not always the case because humans do not always do this. Humans can sometime choose to do something that seems reasonable in a specific situational rather than doing another action that seem more probable to be executed in that situational based on the way they perceive the situational (their mental model). On the other side, probabilities for choosing elements in the agent's mental model help it to estimate/measure its confidence that its mental model is correct.
The probability function for mental model elements is given by the following equation: Equation 2 : Probabilistic value of e 1 ∈ C 1 given e 2 ∈ C 2 = (Iconicity of <e 1 ∈ C 1 , e 2 ∈ C 2 > / Σ Iconicity <∀ e 1 ∈ C 1 , e 2 ∈ C 2 >) That is, the probability that e 1 is the value for C 1 if e 2 is the value for c 2 is (the iconicity of e 1 in <e 1 ∈ C 1 , e 2 ∈ C 2 > / the sum of the iconicities for all elements in C 1 given e 2 ).
Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy logic is a valuable tool for dealing with vague knowledge and the approximate nature of human reasoning [30] . It allows reasoning in the presence of linguistic variables that are vague and have no concise definition, such as temperature, probability and confidence using membership functions.
For a linguistic variable X, membership functions on X represent fuzzy subsets of X. The membership function, which represents a fuzzy set A, is usually denoted by μ A . For an element x of X, the value μ A (x) is called the membership degree of x in the fuzzy set A. The membership degree μ A (x) quantifies the grade of membership of the element x to the fuzzy set A. The value 0 means that x is not a member of the fuzzy set; the value 1 means that x is fully a member of the fuzzy set. The values between 0 and 1 characterize fuzzy members, which belong to the fuzzy set only partially. For the purpose of this work, we decided to treat iconicity, probability, and confidence factors as fuzzy variables with fuzzy sets low, medium, and high. The aim is to use iconicity and probability input values to compute a confidence value utilizing Triangular and trapezoidal membership functions. probability, the x-axis represents the inputs of the probabilistic values φ resulted from the iconicity function. The y-axis represents the degree of membership µ of element φ in the fuzzy sets low, medium, and high, where each term x in Probability has a µ probability (x) characterized by a fuzzy set in a universe of discourse U=[0, 1].
We designed fuzzy rules to evaluate the output confidence factors for iconicity and probability input values. Fuzzy rules can be expressed in "if… then…" form. The "if…" part is called the antecedent and the "then…" part is called the consequent. Both parts contain linguistic variables defined by fuzzy sets. A linguistic variable can be either a variable whose value is a fuzzy number or values defined in linguistic terms.
Choosing the linguistic values low, medium and high for the iconicity (I), probability (P), and confidence factors (CF) variables, the following fuzzy inference rules were designed:
R 1 : IF I is high and P is high THEN CF is high R 2 : IF I is high and P is medium THEN CF is medium R 3 : IF I is high and P is low THEN CF is medium R 4 : IF I is medium and P is high THEN CF is medium R 5 : IF I is medium and P is medium THEN CF is medium R 6 : IF I is medium and P is low THEN CF is low R 7 : IF I is low and P is high THEN CF is medium R 8 : IF I is low and P is medium THEN CF is medium R 9 : IF I is low and P is low THEN CF is low
The designed rules are sufficient to serve the purposes of this work. Consider now an iconicity value of 0.65 and probability of 035. According to the Trapezoidal and Triangular membership function, the iconicity of 0.65 has 0 membership in the low fuzzy set, 0.25 membership in the medium fuzzy set, and 0.75 membership in the high fuzzy set (see Figure 4) . The 0.35 probability has 1 membership in the low fuzzy set, 0 membership in the medium fuzzy set, and 0 membership in the high fuzzy set. According to the above noted IF-THEN rules, using fuzzy AND then the fuzzy output can be obtained as follows: Method for the outputs shown in Table 1 The agent can now use this confidence value to represent how confident it is in a specific belief in his mental model as follows: BEL (agent x , is(agent y , sheriff), medium, 0.513) . In plain English, this predicate can be read as: agent x believes that agent y is a sheriff with medium confidence equal to 0.513. Medium value is chosen here based on the ranges chosen for the data value sets low, medium and high.
Updating Mental Model Beliefs
The previous section illustrates how an agent can compute their confidence about a specific belief. It is worth noting that the agent's beliefs can change as a scene unfolds. Consequently, each agent should be able to update its beliefs and associated confidences based on what it infers from the introduced information. Hence, we designed more fuzzy rules that can help the agent to update his beliefs as the following example: This rule is designed to decrease agent B's confidence about agent A's character if agent A did a motion that can be interpreted as related to two different characters X and Y. For example, if one agent holds their fists one on top of the other and moves them from side to side to perform a sweeping motion, an agent could relate this motion to both a waiter character and a janitor character. Other rules were designed to increase the agent confidence about his beliefs.
The agents' confidence about the knowledge in their mental models keeps changing based on the actions they take to establish a shared mental model and consequently reach cognitive consensus. Reaching cognitive consensus requires the agents to have the same beliefs as a subset of their individual beliefs. The next section defines how shared mental models make use of various strategies to address cognitive divergence whenever recognized and how this helps the agents to approach cognitive convergence.
SITUATION CALCULUS AND REPAIR STRATEGIES
SMMs are a hypothetical cognitive construct that extends the notion of individual mental models to a team context [17] . Based on an empirical study of the cognition employed by performers in improvisational theatre that focuses on how improvisers create a dramatic or comedic performance in real-time, it has been found that in an improvisational scene, improvisers employ different repair strategies to deal with divergences as they occur and that they rely on their shared mental model to decide on the suitable repair strategy to use [13] . Repair strategies are n n IUI 2016 • Personalization March 7-10, 2016, Sonoma, CA, USA those strategies utilized by improv actors to achieve cognitive consensus when divergences arise. They help the agents update their mental models and approach cognitive consensus. The choice of a repair strategy depends on the status of the agent's mental model in a specific frame of the world. Due to the dynamic nature of the agent's shared mental model, situation calculus is appropriate for the representation of repair strategies because of its ability to capture change based on time along with reasoning about causes and effects of these changes.
Situation calculus is a logic formalism designed for representing and reasoning about dynamic domains [38] . Situation calculus is one way to represent changes in First Order Logic by adding a situational argument to each noneternal predicate. We used fluents such as BEL ( ) to indicate whether an agent has a specific belief about a relation or a proposition or not and function fluents to describe the state of the world, for example the CONF ( ) function returns how confident agent x is about certain knowledge. Now we have introduced situation calculus, we are going to explain how it is used to represent the repair strategies.
Repair Strategies
Presentation is another-oriented repair strategy (i.e. attempts to change other's model instead of their own). It is the foremost repair technique that demonstrates what an improviser believes to be true and introduces new information that relates to an individual's mental model. Clarification is another other-oriented repair technique used by improvisers to correct any misunderstandings or misinterpretations of information that has already been communicated. It is different from presentation in that it does not introduce any new concepts (unless those new concepts are meant to clarify old ones). For various types of clarification, see [13] .
Verification is a self-oriented repair technique. Verification occurs when an improviser has an idea of what another improviser's mental model might be, and he often communicates his impression to his scene partner(s) in order to verify it. Verification is not always an exact formulation of what an improviser believes. It can also manifest as a statement that is related to a belief that an improviser wants to test for accuracy (i.e. wants to verify). This is one repair strategy that relies on dialogue in improv theatre, however as we do not deal yet with dialogues between agents, situation calculus rules focus only on actions as follows:
A blind offer (related to the canonical improv offer, which is when an improviser presents a new potential contribution to a scene) is the final self-oriented repair technique. Improvisers use this term to describe when they intentionally introduce new, vague, and poorly-defined information. The purpose of this action is for the improviser's scene partner(s) to take the information and expand upon it, using the blind offer as an opportunity to present or clarify their mental model(s). The designed situation calculus rules are as follows:
Each of the above strategies do also have action effects axiom that commits the agent to respond to the interactor's action and successor state axiom that defines how the agent beliefs should change after the execution of the action.
Acknowledgment of Repair Strategies
After an attempted repair, an acceptance state follows that identifies if a repair strategy has failed or succeeded. A repair attempt is said to have failed if the divergence continues or a new one takes its place. The other possibility is that the repair succeeds, which means is met with acceptance [13] . Acceptance does not necessarily equate to cognitive consensus, but only defines a state that follows a repair attempt. The ideal form of consensus is true cognitive consensus, which is when an improviser correctly accepts another improviser's mental model. True cognitive consensus can only be identified through explicit confirmation by all the improvisers originally involved in the divergence (a phenomenon we capture in our group interview data [13] ). Cognitive consensus, however, can be partial, which means that it is not necessary for all mental models to be identical, but at least two mental models that used to be different have become the same (one divergence has been resolved).
EVALUATION
In order to evaluate SMM presented in this paper, we ran two studies. The first study includes a live interaction between a human interactor and our AI agent. The second one includes a series of tests to measure the success of the two AI agents in their attempts to reach consensus in their beliefs.
Study I
In this study, we allowed a human interactor to interact with our improv agent. The agent starts with a mental model that contains only different elements in each of the knowledge categories defined earlier in Figure 3 along with DOAs between one another. Figure 5 shows the portion of the big network in which sheriff and cowboy are elements in the character category. Hold gun and punch are elements in the action category and bar-fight is an element in the joint activity category. The player starts to interact with the improv environment using Microsoft Kinect. Now the human interactor is considered as agent y and the improv agent is agent x . The human interactor starts by holding her hand cupped near her mouth as if she is having a drink. The agent recognizes the motion and extrapolates to action other which is the "having a drink" action. At this point, the agent can extrapolate to either character other or joint activity as shown in Figure3. As seen in Figure 5 'having a drink' action has DOAs with the 'cowboy' and 'sheriff' characters. Since there is no prior information about the scene, the agent just picks the character with the highest association that is cowboy and the following belief is added to the agent's mental model: BEL (agent x , is(agent y , cowboy), medium, 0.513). This beleief shows that the the improv agent has a high confidence that the human intercator is a cowboy. On the other hand, another belief is added in the long term memory that the human interactor might be a sheriff with medium confidence equal to 0.75.
Based on the current mental model, the agent chooses to extrapolate to his character (character self) and decides on being an "outlaw". The agent then chooses an action to execute, which was "punch" action. The human interactor "punches" back. Now the agent has to update his confidence about the interactor's character based on the latest action using the rules in Section IV .C. The "punch" action has a medium DOA with the "cowboy" character so the final confidence is updated based on the following fuzzy rule. The agent chooses to do the "shoot-gun" action. Although the human interactor realized it is a bar-fight, she decided to change the context and chose to make the "sweep a table" move as shown in Figure 6 . The agent interprets the move as "sweep table" action but according to his model this action is not likely associated with the cowboy character so he recognizes this as a divergence. To address this divergence, the agent decides on the appropriate repair rule to use. Since the agent has credible evidence (medium to high confidence) that he and the human interactor were doing the "bar fight" joint activity, the agent decides to do a clarification repair strategy-that is to amend his partner's mental model. Accordingly, based on the clarification definition, the agent decides to execute an action that is highly associated with his character, so he did the "raise hands up" action by raising his two hands up in a surrender position. It is worth mentioning that in the absence of the repair strategies the agent will keep just responding to the interactor's actions and would not take the initiative to try to change the interactor's mental model.
The human interactor realizes that the agent is still taking the role of an "outlaw" so she acknowledges the repair and chooses to go along with the agent so she decides to be the "sheriff" and moves forward as if she approaches the agent. The agent increases his confidence in the interactor's character and the joint activity; sheriff and bar-fight. The human interactor continues interacting with the agent a couple more times before the agent confidence passes a specified threshold of 90% so the agent announced that he thinks they reach consensus and that he thinks he is an "outlaw", the human interactor is a "sheriff" and they were involved in a "bar-fight".
This study provides some interesting insights about the capability of the shared mental model and how it can serve in producing interesting human computer interactions. Despite the fact that there were some mis-interpretations from both the interactor and the improv agent sides, it was still interesting to see the back-and-forth negotiation between the human interactor and the improv agent. It seems that the fuzzy rules handled the ambiguity and uncertainty embedded in the interactions in a satisfactory way as the human interactor ended up with an enjoyable improv experience.
Study II
In the second study, we ran the two agents without allowing them to reason about the world in any way (choose their actions in a completely random manner). Each agent would guess at his own character, the other agent's character, and their shared joint activity entirely randomly. In these circumstances, the agents would be expected to reach cognitive consensus (complete agreement on both characters and the joint activity in the scene) on a given line only 0.07% of the time, due to the improbability of guessing correctly from our large pool of permutations. After running twenty scenes, each starting with a "blank slate" (no beliefs in either agent's mental model) and each running for one-hundred lines, the agents never once found total consensus. We would only expect total consensus to be found approximately once in over 1500 lines, so this is not a surprising outcome.
In contrast to this control run, we turned the SMMs on and allowed the agents to act out a series of twenty scenes (each continuing for one-hundred lines) in which each agent would attempt to infer the other agent's character, his own character, and their mutual joint-activity based on the actions performed in the scene. Each would then choose actions to perform and present to the other agent based on the actions' DOAs to his current beliefs about his own character and the joint activity. Utilizing this reasoning, the agents found total consensus at some point in 9 out of the 20 runs. Additionally, they reached near consensus (agreement on all but one element in a scene) in seventeen out of twenty runs, and were "one away" from total consensus (or better) in 10.0% of the total lines performed, which is over 4.5 times more often than in the random trials.
These numbers show that, even in the absence of explicit information-sharing between the agents, the reasoning used to populate our shared mental models significantly improved the agents' ability to reach common beliefs about a scene. By inferring the beliefs of other actors based on the visible actions performed, each agent can negotiate and reassess his beliefs strategically based on its unique set of assumptions about character-action-activity relationships.
CONCLUSION
Mental models underlie everything that happens in a cocreated story. Since improv involves the perpetual invention and contribution of new information to a scene, there is a constant potential for errors regarding that information. Therefore, understanding how to create shared mental models and navigate those errors is especially important. The process of cognitive convergence allows improvisers to deal with their mistakes and reach an understanding, using shared mental models as the foundation for their construction of a collaborative scene. This paper presents a shared mental model for improvisational narrative agents who rely on their beliefs and desires to achieve cognitive consensus in a coconstructed scene through shared mental models, which in turn provides a model for how humans and agents can cocreate a scene together through similar implicit means. Fuzzy logic and situation calculus were able to successfully handle the continuous change in the agent's mental model. Turning the SMM on and off proofs the validity of using confidence factors to guide the decision making and provides us with evidence on the validity of the model as it enhances the performance of the agents and allows them to reach cognitive convergence 4.5 times more often than in the random trials when the SMM was turned off.
The model presented in this paper allows the elicitation of implicit objectives that guide the agents to achieve cognitive consensus and recognize when it is achieved. This model provides the flexibility for improv agents to be employed in games environments where they can reason about fuzzy uncertain knowledge and interact with each other and with human users.
Although the generated repair rules were designed for the improvisation domain, they pretty much capture how the negotiation process occurs in other domains too. We always present new things to others (Presentation), ask for clarification when we are confused about something (Verification), or make attempts to clarify things to others (Clarification). Therefore, it seems that these rules are applicable in those domains that share common characteristics with the improvisation domain, such as argumentation (using natural language) or an AI-based dancing game (using gestures).
In its current state, our approach does not capture all of the complexities of a full theory of mind because assessments are only based on DOA. For example, agents with the kind of SMM described here cannot reason about privileged knowledge (e.g. knowledge that only one agent knows because the other agent was not present to hear it), which a full theory of mind can account for. Improv agents would need to reason about all aspects of theory of mind to be able to create all the same kinds of narratives a human can. However, the shared mental models proposed in this paper are enough for improv agents to begin improvising a scene while considering each other's beliefs. Most importantly, we would argue that this model serves as an important step in preserving high user agency and improvisational narrative generation simultaneously, particularly within domains that rely on natural interfaces as a way to introduce ambiguity in the communication between user and computer.
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